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Acronyms
CAM

Control Account Manager

CAR

Corrective Action Requests

CPI

Cost Performance Index

CPIF

Cost Plus Incentive Fee

CPR

Cost Performance Report

CO

Contracting Officer

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy

EAC

Estimate at Completion

EPC

Engineering, Procurement and Construction

EV

Earned Value

EVMS Earned Value Management System
FTE

Full‐Time Equivalent

HQ

Headquarters

IPD

Integrated Project Delivery

LOE

Level of Effort

MR

Management Reserve

NNSA National Nuclear Security Administration

OBS

Organizational Breakdown Structure

OT

Overtime

SPI

Schedule Performance Index

UPF

Uranium Processing Facility

WBS

Work Breakdown Structure
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1. Executive Summary
Multi‐billion dollar construction projects – also referred to as ‘megaprojects’ – have a history of
disappointing cost and schedule performance, sometimes overrunning approved project cost
estimates by a factor of two or more. The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) has
embarked on the design and construction of its own megaproject ‐ the Uranium Processing
Facility (UPF). The UPF is being built to replace a Manhattan Project era facility that is almost
70 years old, does not meet today’s codes and standards, and is technologically obsolete. To
better equip the NNSA UPF Project Office in its oversight of UPF engineering, procurement, and
construction, the UPF NNSA Project Controls team engaged in a benchmarking effort to
interface with other owners/customers overseeing megaprojects. The benchmarking focused
on identifying best practices and cautionary practices in the field of Project Controls oversight.
NNSA personnel interviewed owner/customer teams for ten multi‐billion dollar construction
projects, consisting of nuclear and non‐nuclear projects, and commercial and governmental
projects, located coast to coast:

After completing the benchmarking interviews, the NNSA review team identified:


Best Practices ‐ Practices that should be implemented on most megaprojects to enable
successful completion of the project. This study identified 17 best practices including:
o Including schedule contingency to address project risks
o Implementing a Trend Program as an early warning system for cost, scope and
schedule changes
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o Conducting partnering sessions between the customer and contractor to ensure
alignment, establish roles and responsibilities, and clarify boundaries
Cautionary Practices ‐ Practices that should be avoided for most megaprojects. This
study identified nine cautionary practices including:
o Allowing resource loading requirements to adversely impact the level of schedule
detail
o Approving project changes without a contractor estimate to substantiate the
requested change
o Allocating neither customer contingency nor contractor Management Reserve (MR)
to a project
Intriguing Practices ‐ Practices that have been successfully implemented by one or more
projects that enhance project success. This study identified 19 intriguing practices
including:
o Implementing a merged customer/contractor Project Controls organization
o Utilizing Earned Value (EV) for only targeted elements where EV provides enhanced
project‐specific performance insight
o Tailoring schedule resource loading requirements to meet the needs of the project

The NNSA team also identified three different Project Controls oversight models being
implemented on the projects:




The Strong Contractor Model, where the contractor is responsible for most hands‐on
Project Controls activities
The Strong Customer Model, where the customer is responsible for most hands‐on
Project Controls activities
The Strong Customer‐Collaborative Model, which is similar to the Strong Customer
Model, and includes enhanced collaboration between the customer and the contractor
through a merged customer/contractor Project Controls organization or direct input by
the contractor into customer maintained Project Controls processes and systems.

All six projects implementing the Strong Contractor Model are experiencing degraded cost and
schedule performance, while the two projects implementing the Strong Customer‐Collaborative
Model are experiencing good cost and schedule performance.
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2. Background
NNSA, an agency within the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), is in the design phase of the UPF
Project. UPF will be built at the Y‐12 National Security Complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. UPF
will be a state‐of‐the‐art consolidated facility for enriched uranium operations including
assembly, disassembly, dismantlement, quality evaluation, and product certification.

3. Benchmarking Purpose
To better equip the NNSA team in its oversight of UPF engineering, procurement, and
construction, the UPF NNSA Project Controls team engaged in a benchmarking effort to
interface with others who are serving in an owner/customer role overseeing multi‐billion dollar
construction projects (megaprojects) or portfolios. The benchmarking focused on functional
areas often associated with a Project Controls organization including:
 Schedule Management and Integration
 Earned Value Management
 Contract structures and approach
 Change Control
 Reporting and Reviews
 Customer/Contractor Interfaces
 Cost Estimating
 Work Breakdown Structure
 Risk Management

4. Benchmarking Approach
The initial step of the benchmarking initiative was to identify active construction projects on a
similar scale to UPF. Both governmental and commercial projects were included in the study to
ensure a broad cross‐section of project types was represented.
Once candidate projects were identified, NNSA personnel contacted the project
owners/customers to explain the benchmarking initiative and assess interest in participating.
The contact typically included both an initial e‐mail describing the initiative in general, followed
up by a phone call where the details of the initiative were discussed. A key element of the
discussion was that projects participating in the benchmarking could benefit from the compiled
results to be shared with all participants. The results would allow projects to compare their
processes and practices to others. Another key point during the discussion was that project
information would be treated confidentially; only aggregated information would be shared, and
no project or company specific practices would be revealed.
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After project owners agreed to participate in the benchmarking, a date was set for a face to
face meeting where two to three NNSA personnel visited the project owners at their site to
conduct an interview. The interviews were guided by a common questionnaire that was
distributed to participants in advance of the NNSA team’s arrival. The questionnaire was
organized around the topics identified in section 3 above. The full questionnaire is included in
Appendix A. The NNSA team took notes to capture the salient points during the interview.
After the interview was completed, the NNSA team compiled notes into a single document and
sent them back to the project for a factual accuracy review. Once the reviewed notes were
sent back to NNSA, a “final” version of the notes was filed for use in this study.
The host project owners determined the most appropriate participants in the interview, as well
as the number of participants. Interview groups ranged from as small as two personnel to as
large as twelve personnel. The interview durations ranged from four hours to nine hours.

5. Projects Benchmarked & Summary Crosscut Data
A total of ten benchmarking visits were conducted with owner teams from the following
projects.
Customer
U. S. Department of Energy Environmental
Management
Georgia Power
National Nuclear Security Administration
Tennessee Valley Authority
Department of Defense Assembled Chemical
Weapons Alternatives
Walt Disney Imagineering
California High Speed Rail Authority
Port of Long Beach
SCE&G
Norfolk Southern

Project(s)
Salt Waste Processing Facility
Plant Vogtle Units 3 and 4
MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility
Watts Bar Unit 2
Blue Grass Chemical Agent‐Destruction Pilot
Plant
Multiple theme park and resort projects
California High Speed Rail Project
Multiple port upgrade projects
V. C. Summer Nuclear Station Units 2 and 3
Crescent Corridor Project – Multiple rail and
terminal projects

In addition to the ten projects noted above, data is also included for NNSA’s UPF project, which
sponsored this study. Consequently, the data included in this study will typically include 11
entries.
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Eight additional project owners were contacted for participation in the benchmarking study
that either declined to participate, or did not respond to NNSA contacts.
A geographic representation of the projects/companies participating in the benchmarking is
included below:

The benchmarking visits occurred during the months of July, August and September 2014. A
timeline of the visits is included below:
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Project crosscuts of the 11 projects represented in the study are provided below:
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The study met the objective of having a broad cross‐cut of project types with a mix of
commercial and governmental projects; nuclear and non‐nuclear; and agencies/companies with
large individual projects, and those with portfolios of multiple projects.
A chart showing the value ($B) of projects benchmarking is provided below:

Includes individual project
values, portfolio values, or
annual values
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6. Organization of Findings
The results of the benchmarking are organized by the questionnaire topics discussed in section
3 above. Findings are categorized in one of four categories:

Best Practice – Initiative that has been successfully applied to
promote project success
Best practices are generally practices that should be applied to most megaprojects, regardless
of project type or industry.

Cautionary Practice – Initiative that has contributed to project
struggles
Cautionary practices should be avoided for most megaprojects, regardless of project type or
industry.

Intriguing Practice – Intriguing initiative or approach being
implemented by one or more projects
Intriguing practices have been successfully implemented on some projects and have merit for
potentially being applied to other projects; however there should be a consideration for factors
such as agency/company culture, project leadership’s willingness to champion their
implementation, and the degree of project completion.

Data presented as trivia is typically a compilation of statistics that do not, on their own merit,
warrant a good or cautionary practice, but may have utility to some projects.

7. Guiding Principles for Findings
In the determination of “Best Practices”, “Cautionary Practices”, and “Intriguing Practices” the
benchmarking team established some basic principles that guided categorization. The team
identified the following as the primary objective for any project:
The primary objective of any project is to safely and compliantly complete the full scope of the
project on schedule and on budget.
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While this is a simple objective it is relatively difficult to achieve due to competing priorities on
most projects. If a practice identified during the benchmarking promoted this primary
objective, it was identified as a “Best Practice”. If a practice has been shown in some projects
to promote this objective, it was considered an “Intriguing Practice”.
Other activities and events that occur during the execution of many projects include:
 Construction contractors earn fee and profit
 Project staff gains experience that can be applied to future projects
 Professional relationships are cultivated and enhanced
 Personal and organizational rivalries develop
 Corporate and governmental bureaucracies are created
 Corporate reputations are enhanced with good project performance (and damaged with
bad project performance)
 Personal reputations are enhanced or damaged
 Local economies will benefit
While these activities and events are not necessarily negative on their own, they present
project concerns when they begin to take priority over the primary objective. Practices that the
benchmarking team encountered that may be due to this mis‐prioritization of project activities
were identified as “Cautionary Practices”.

8. Findings by Subject
The report sections below provide findings organized by each section of the project
questionnaire. The findings are reported with a question, then a graph representing the
answer to the question, followed by narrative and analysis.
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9. Schedule Management and Integration
Who is responsible for the project master schedule?

* Customer maintains overall program schedule; contractors may develop work control
implementation schedules
In the context of this question, schedule responsibility includes maintaining the schedule file,
updating the schedule status, and establishing the overall schedule logic and durations.
In three projects the customer maintains the project schedule. In these projects, activity or
milestone completion status is typically obtained from the contractor(s), but the hands‐on
schedule tasks are performed by customer personnel. In the six projects where the contractor
maintains the schedule, the customer may perform occasional assessments or surveillances of
the schedule, but typically does not have a hands‐on scheduling role. One project had
developed a merged Project Controls organization, where both customer and contractor
personnel performed hands‐on tasks within the schedule. In this model the customer led the
effort; however contractor personnel performed key roles for targeted WBS elements.

Intriguing Practice – Merging customer and contractor staffs
in a single scheduling organization
The project where the merged scheduling was utilized reported a more engaged customer whie
continuing to involve the contractor in maintaining schedule status.
One project did not have an overall master schedule.
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Does the customer receive a native schedule file?

In two of the projects where the contractor produces the project schedule, the contractor does
not provide the schedule to the customer in the native format. In both cases the customer
expressed that they had insufficient insight into the project schedule to determine the health of
the project.

Best Practice – Requiring contractor submission of a native
schedule file
Does the project have schedule contingency?

Seven of the eleven projects reviewed did not have schedule contingency. The rationale for not
having contingency varied, including 1) there was formerly schedule contingency, but it had
since been consumed; 2) a parent organization would not approve schedule contingency; 3) a
regulatory entity would not allow schedule contingency. Customers/owners that did not have
Sponsored by the National Nuclear Security Administration
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schedule contingency noted that unplanned events would likely result in schedule delays during
project execution. Consequently, a best practice is to include schedule contingency in project
baselines.

Best Practice – Including schedule contingency in project
baselines
At what frequency are schedules statused?

Five of the projects were statusing schedules on a weekly basis. Four projects were statusing
monthly; all four were Earned Value Management System (EVMS) certified projects with fully
resource loaded schedules. Some of projects with monthly statusing voiced an interest in
statusing more frequently, but noted that the requirement to fully resource load schedules and
interface them with a cost processor for monthly earned value reporting was the primary driver
for only statusing monthly. Given that the primary purpose of the project schedule is to
provide a means to track the completion of project activities and milestones, the secondary
purpose of budget loading and earned value should not be the primary determinant for
schedule statusing frequency.

Cautionary Practice – Allowing Earned Value and budget
loading requirements to determine the frequency at which the
schedule is statused
One project was statusing the schedule on a daily basis. The general process for daily statusing
involved a team of planners arriving on site early each morning (~4:00 am) to status the
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schedule followed by a daily schedule brief (starts at ~7:30 am and is ~45 minutes in duration).
In this briefing the full project team reviews the progress of the previous day and discusses the
plans for the current day. The project had been conducting the daily statusing and review for
the past ~18 months. The team discussed the initial cultural change required for daily statusing
and review. After that period of adjustment, the daily statusing yielded significant benefit, and
resulted in the project being on or ahead of schedule after the daily scheduling protocol was
initiated. It should be noted that the daily status is performed on a schedule of approximately
50,000 activities.
While daily statusing may not be a fit for all projects, and some agencies and companies may
not be able to make the cultural change necessary for daily statusing, it is an intriguing process
that has been effectively implemented on a megaproject.

Intriguing Practice – Statusing of project schedules daily

Is the schedule resource loaded?

Four projects had fully resource loaded schedules; all four of these projects were projects
requiring EVMS certification and all four were Federal Government projects. The remaining
seven projects, none of which were EVMS certified, either partially resource loaded schedules,
or had no resource loading. Some projects with partially loaded schedules loaded only select
commodities that were of interest to project leadership. Others loaded only direct work, with
management/Level of Effort (LOE) activities not included in the schedule load. The four
projects with no resource loading managed the project cost/budget analysis separate from the
scheduling process. During interviews commercial project representatives did not see a value
in fully resource loading schedules. Some expressed concern that doing so could negatively
impact building the schedule detail necessary to effectively manage the project.
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Intriguing Practice – Tailoring schedule resource loading
requirements to meet the needs of the project
Intriguing Practice – Excluding LOE activities from schedule
resource loading
Conversely, some EVMS certified project personnel expressed a concern that the requirement
to fully resource load the schedule may preclude planners from building sufficient detail in the
schedule.

Cautionary Practice – Allowing resource loading requirements
to adversely impact the level of schedule detail
While many considerations factor into the number of activities in a project schedule, including
project size, complexity, project phase, etc., projects without fully resource loaded schedules
had approximately double the number of activities of those with full resource loading.
While this study cannot affirm a cause and effect relationship between resource loading and
project performance, it was noted during this initiative that all four projects with fully resource
loaded schedules have experienced significant cost and schedule challenges.
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What is the size of project schedules?

Projects interviewed ranged in size from the smallest project of 4,000 activities, to the largest at
255,000 activities. As discussed above, many considerations factor into the size of a project
schedule. For example, three of the four fully resource loaded EVMS‐certified projects had
some of the smaller schedules, averaging 16,000 activities; while the fourth fully resource
loaded EVMS‐certified project had 160,000 activities. Some projects that were early in project
development tended to have smaller schedules, while more mature projects had more detailed
schedules. The team could not make a definitive general conclusion about the optimum level
of schedule detail, consequently the data is provided in this study as “trivia”.

Schedule Management and Integration – Other Insight
Other schedule management and integration insight shared by projects during benchmarking
interviews includes:


10 of 11 project owners had a scheduling resource on the oversight team who reviews
and/or develops project schedules
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Calculate the schedule performance index (SPI) on the critical path, not just on the total
project
Allocate the schedule contingency by year (or other periodicity) so that the customer can
determine if it is being used too quickly
Use Acumen Fuse as a schedule analysis tool, but review and if necessary, adapt the
guidelines for the needs of the project
If using planning packages for future work, ensure that schedule contingency is added due
to uncertainty in planning package durations
Build the baseline schedule around a 40 hour week and do not build overtime (OT) into the
baseline; use OT to gain schedule or recover schedule as necessary
A schedule confidence field is a useful tool where project managers (PMs) can provide their
perspective on the schedule health of individual activities and/or projects
The Integrated Project Delivery contracting approach promotes collaboration on schedule
development and statusing
More than 90 days out, it is okay for the schedule to contain 20+ day durations; however, as
the activity comes inside the window, the expectation is durations do not exceed 5 days
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10. Earned Value (EV)
Does the project use Earned Value?

Is the Earned Value Management System certified?

Four projects used EV for all project elements. All four of these projects were EVMS‐certified.
Of the remaining seven non‐certified projects, four performed EV calculations only on targeted
elements of the projects that were deemed to be the priority focus of project leadership. Three
projects performed no EV calculations and did no EV reporting.
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Two of the four projects where targeted earned value calculations were performed, were
performing well. One project was experiencing cost and schedule struggles. A fourth project
was very early in the project with limited performance data.
Some projects that did not fully utilize EV attributed their targeted approach to a concern about
over‐reliance on EV. These projects feared EV would cause the project team to lose focus on
other project metrics that provide insight into project progress.

Intriguing Practice – Utilizing Earned Value for only targeted
project elements
The four EVMS‐certified projects where EV is performed on all project elements are all
struggling with cost and schedule challenges. Because many factors contribute to cost and
schedule performance, this study cannot make a definite link between degraded project
performance and the utilization of EVMS certification. The study can conclude that EVMS
certification did not prevent or provide early insight into project struggles.
A consideration going forward is a revisit of the goals and objectives of EVMS certification and
ensuring they are focused on the successful completion of projects on schedule and on budget.

Intriguing Practice – Revisiting Earned Value certification’s
contribution to the successful completion of projects on
schedule and on budget
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What % of scope is managed as Level of Effort?

As discussed above, eight projects are utilizing some form of Earned Value. Two of those eight
projects exclude Level of Effort (LOE) activities from EV calculations. Of the remaining six, the
LOE percentage ranges from 30% of the total project budget to 70%. The two projects not
using EV for LOE tasks explain that the inclusion of LOE in EV calculations skews the direct
project performance and dilutes the EV reporting for discrete project tasks.

Intriguing Practice – Excluding LOE tasks from Earned Value
reporting

Earned Value – Other Insight
Other Earned Value insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews includes:





One EV certified project received several corrective action request (CARs) during an EV
certification review; the customer views some of the CARs as of limited consequence to the
successful delivery of the project; other issues that were of concern to the customer were
not raised as an issue by the EV certification team
One project has been through at least three major EV reviews and has experienced
significant cost and schedule issues that the EVMS did not adequately warn them about
SPI and cost performance index (CPI) can be manipulated by working on non‐critical
activities; add multiple metrics to the contract to get a broad perspective on performance
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Earned Value rules of credit should be documented in a procedure or desktop instruction
and should be under configuration control
Ensure rules of credit are not front‐end‐loaded, which could overstate earned value
A “fit for purpose” EVMS tailored for each project approach was being successfully
implemented during one visit where a portfolio of projects was being executed
One project holds the contractor EVMS certification contractually to add leverage when
issues need to be addressed
Getting the contractor to identify discrete work packages in a cost plus incentive fee (CPIF)
contract was found to be a challenge on one project
EV is one of a number of tools and metrics used to determine project health
On some projects EV efforts have been used to judge the performance of the PM rather
than the performance of the project
Some projects cautioned against using EV metrics to incentivize contractor performance as
the contractor may spend a disproportionate amount of time managing EV, consuming time
and focus that should be spent managing the work
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11. Change Control
Is there a customer baseline change control process?

Most projects have some form of baseline change control; this question addresses whether
there is a customer‐led change control process. Six of the eleven projects included in the study
had a customer baseline change control process. To ensure the customer has a direct role in
approving project changes, a customer baseline change control process is deemed a best
practice.

Best Practice – Implementing a formal customer baseline
change control process
Projects with a customer baseline change control process typically also have a contractor
baseline change control process, with approval thresholds requiring some changes to be
elevated to the customer. One project had a consolidated change control process, led by the
customer. This single process served the project well, avoiding the need for two separate
contractor and customer processes. This approach may not work on all projects but is
considered an intriguing practice that could be of benefit to some projects.

Intriguing Practice – Implementing a single consolidated
customer/ contractor change control process
Three projects, all of which were performed under fixed price contracts, had a combined
baseline/contract change control process. One project had only a contractor baseline change
control process with limited customer involvement.
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Where is cost contingency held?

Government and commercial entities have varying terminology regarding cost reserve. For the
purposes of this discussion customer reserve will be referenced as customer contingency, while
contractor reserve will be termed MR.
Five of the eleven projects had only customer contingency. Three of those five were utilizing
fixed price contracts, so there may be contractor management reserve for which the customer
has no visibility. One project previously had contractor MR, but it has since been fully
consumed. Another customer made the conscious decision to only have contingency, with no
MR allocated to the contractor.

Best Practice – Maintaining a customer contingency balance to
address project changes
One project had only contractor MR, with no customer contingency. It is a best practice for the
customer to retain an allotment of cost contingency to deal with changes that it may choose to
make, that are beyond the control of the contractor, or for various other reasons.

Cautionary Practice – Allocating MR only to the contractor
Two projects had neither customer contingency nor contractor MR. Allocating neither
contingency nor MR to a project fails to recognize that project changes are a certainty. This
practice may also promote “hidden” contingency or MR embedded in project estimates when
the project is being authorized.
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Cautionary Practice – Allocating neither customer contingency nor
contractor MR to a project
One project had a single change contingency pool, managed by the customer, which served to
address all changes on the project. This approach eliminated the protracted discussion and
debate that sometimes occurs on projects with both customer contingency and contractor MR,
regarding which pool should be used to fund a proposed change.

Intriguing Practice – Utilizing a single contingency pool
managed by the customer
On nine of the eleven projects an approved baseline change also results in additional funding
being allocated to the element of the project with the approved change. In two of the projects
a project manager must negotiate and barter with colleagues to secure funding after baseline
changes are approved by project leadership. This process burdens the project manager with an
additional approval step, causes project managers to “hide” underruns for future bargaining
chips with colleagues, and does not give project leadership clear insight into where funding is
being utilized on the project.

Cautionary Practice – Separating baseline change control and funds
management processes
Is there a Trend program in place?
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Nine of the eleven projects had a Trend Program, which serves as an early warning of potential
project changes. This best practice can provide project leadership with important insight into
emerging project changes.

Best Practice – Implementing a Trend Program as an early
warning system for cost, scope and schedule changes
How often are customer change meetings held?

Six of the eleven projects did not have a standing meeting frequency for customer baseline
change meetings. Two were held every two weeks, three were held weekly, while one had no
meetings. Change control meeting frequency is project‐specific, but a caution is to not let
changes languish before being addressed by the project leadership team
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Change Control – Other Insight
Other change control insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews includes:












In all projects where there was Contractor MR, the MR was retained by the PM and not
allocated to Control Account Managers (CAMs) or task managers without approved change
documentation
Some projects noted issues where the customer and contractor disagree on whether
changes should be approved as performance or scope
Changes are often caused by an inadequate or incomplete original cost estimate
Track contingency and MR usage against a plan to determine if it is being consumed more
quickly than planned
Rather than establishing an initial contingency that does not change through the life of the
project, re‐visit the required contingency periodically (quarterly or semi‐annually), and
update the contingency if there has been a significant change
Two projects used contingency as a bonus incentive; contingency remaining at the end of
the project was shared by project participants
Having a detailed, consistent schedule is key to an effective change control process
As a customer, the Trend process can be an indicator if contractual changes are pending
For urgent changes some customers will authorize work to proceed on a not‐to‐exceed
basis, while the contract change is dispositioned
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12. Reporting and Reviews
Who is responsible for conducting project reviews?

In the review of project status a variety of approaches emerged during this study.
In three projects both the customer and contractor prepare separate project reviews. The
contractor reviews were typically held to inform the customer of project progress, while the
customer reviews were held with governmental or corporate HQ organizations to apprise them
of project status.
In three other projects only the contractor review was held with the customer as the primary
audience.
In a third grouping of three projects only the customer prepared a review with no contractor
review conducted.
One project held a joint customer/contractor review, led by the customer, with each presenting
the status of project elements within their responsibility. This joint review served to promote
customer/contractor collaboration.

Intriguing Practice – Conducting a single consolidated customer/
contractor project review, led by the customer
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What is the project review attendance?

Project review attendance data was provided for eight projects. In these projects review
attendance ranged from a low of ten to a high of seventy. Project review attendance is
dependent on a variety of factors including project complexity, number of contractors, project
culture, project phase, etc., so this data is presented as “trivia” with no best or cautionary
practices noted.
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What is the duration of project reviews?

Project review durations varied widely from a low of one hour to a high of eight hours. Like
review attendance, duration depends on a variety of factors including meeting frequency,
meeting topics, etc., so this data is presented as “trivia” with no best or cautionary practices
noted.

Other Reviews Being Conducted:
In the course of interviewing ten project teams, a wide variety of project review topics and
formats were discussed including:






Construction project reviews
Plan of the Week
Plan of the Day
Weekly financial review
Dashboard meetings (3 projects)
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Schedule reviews
Functional reviews
Field construction reviews
Peer reviews

An emerging trend was dashboard reviews, with an emphasis on succinctly discussing project
progress using a small number of key metrics. This type of streamlined review optimized the
time and focus of project leadership personnel.

Intriguing Practice – Implementing dashboard reviews

Who prepares formal written project reports?

In four of the eleven projects both the customer and contractor prepare formal, written project
status reports. In four other projects only the contractor prepares a written report. In two
projects there is only a customer‐prepared report. In one project the customer and contractor
work collaboratively to prepare a single project report that is published by the customer. This
approach could be of benefit to some projects as it provides a forum for all project participants
to provide their written status in a single report.

Intriguing Practice – Publishing a single, consolidated
customer/ contractor project status report
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How many pages are project status reports?

Project report sizes varied from a low of five pages, to a high of one hundred and seventy five
pages. Like review attendance and duration, report size depends on a variety of factors, so this
data is presented as “trivia” with no best or cautionary practices noted.

Are contractor status reports contractually required?
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Customers who contractually required formal written status reports were generally better
informed than those who did not. The requirement also provides the customer with the means
to request specific information on a specific schedule.

Best Practice – Contractually requiring a monthly contractor
status report

When are contractor reports provided to the customer?

For the eight contractors who are required to submit written project reports to the customer,
the required delivery date varies from thirteen calendar days to forty calendar days after month
end. Two projects require submittal with the project invoice on no particular date. As a best
practice monthly reports are received no more than three weeks after the end of the month.

Best Practice – Requiring contractor monthly reports no more
than three weeks after the end of the month
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Reporting and Reviews – Other Insight
Other reporting and reviews insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews
includes:
 Some customers prepare formal monthly assessments analyzing the contractor progress
reports
 The more information that is shared between the contractor and customer the greater the
level of trust (and vice versa)
 One customer produced a weekly report that is organized by a staff member that has
extensive journalism experience including being a copy editor for a regional NY Times
bureau
 The most effective reports were those that were lightly edited; the least effective were
when there was significant review and “spin” prior to being published
 One project focuses reporting only on exceptions and works diligently to keep reports
simple and streamlined
 For projects with good cost and schedule performance, reviews and reports were more
forward looking; projects with cost and schedule struggles tended to focus on past
performance
 Federal projects often have large annual or semi‐annual external reviews; commercial
projects typically do not
 Some projects post dashboards openly in team spaces, and let people mark up the
dashboards with suggested changes/improvements/visuals for the next month
 Several projects prepare monthly reports and reviews for on‐project consumption and
quarterly reports and reviews for agency or corporate status
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13. Cost Estimating
Who is responsible for the overall project estimate?

Four projects had a customer‐led cost estimating approach. In this model customer personnel
are responsible for the development of the overall project cost estimate. Contractors may have
supplementary estimates that inform the customer estimate but the estimate is “owned” by
the customer.
Six projects were observed to have contractor‐led estimating. In some cases the customers had
resources to review estimates (see next question) but relied on the contractor to develop and
maintain project estimates. Some customers expressed a concern that they did not have direct
access to project estimates, and in some cases contractors did not share estimate details with
them.
One project had developed a merged Project Controls organization where both customer and
contractor personnel performed hands‐on estimating. In this model the customer led the
effort; however contractor personnel performed key roles for targeted Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) elements.

Intriguing Practice – Implementing a single merged customer/
contractor estimating organization
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What Estimating resources are available?

Five projects had dedicated customer personnel whose primary responsibility was cost
estimating. These resources could be used to develop original cost estimates and/or review
contractor estimates.
Two projects did not have dedicated personnel, but did have access to contracted estimating
resources that could be accessed on an as‐needed basis to support customer estimating
objectives.
One project had a consolidated customer/contractor estimating team with the customer as the
lead for the organization.
Three projects had no estimating personnel and had no access to estimating resources.

Best Practice – Staffing the customer team with cost
estimating resources
Cost estimating is a key function for most projects and resources should be available to the
customer project team.
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What is the # of customer staff dedicated to cost estimating?

Five projects had dedicated customer cost estimating personnel. Three projects had one Full‐
Time Equivalent (FTE) while two had five FTEs. The number of estimating staff is dependent on
many factors including contract type, company/agency culture, size of project, portfolio vs.
large projects, etc., so this data is presented as trivia.

Does the customer develop independent estimates?
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Customer personnel prepared cost estimates for ten of the eleven projects. Seven projects
prepared detailed estimates while three prepared summary estimates. Two of the three
projects that prepare summary estimates utilize engineering and project management staff
rather than dedicated on‐project estimating resources. One project prepared no estimates.
Preparing customer estimates serves a variety of purposes including a basis for contract
discussions/negotiations, ensuring the full cost is understood by customer leadership prior to a
decision to go forward with a project, and providing information that can be used for future
projects.

Best Practice – Generating independent customer estimates
Does the contractor submit an estimate for proposed project changes?

Seven of the eleven project contractors submit formal cost estimates for proposed changes to
the baseline and/or contract. Four of the projects submit no cost estimates. Customer
exposure increases when customers approve project changes without a contractor estimate to
substantiate the requested change, or when customers do not have access to the information
necessary to ensure changes are not duplicative of approved baseline work.

Cautionary Practice – Approving project changes without a
contractor estimate to substantiate the requested change
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Cost Estimating – Other Insight
Other cost estimating insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews include:







The higher the quality of the estimate, the less change control will be needed during project
execution
Ensure design has sufficiently matured prior to development of final cost estimates
Many projects develop estimates throughout the design process as the project design
matures
For highly regulated projects ensure all regulations are understood and the associated costs
are incorporated into the project estimate
Prepare an after action report at the completion of a project for documenting historical and
parametric values
Some projects establish charging structures such that actuals costs can be collected in a
manner to ensure that historical cost information can inform estimators who are preparing
new estimates

Intriguing Practice – Collecting actual costs so that information
can be used for future estimates
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14. Work Breakdown Structure
Is there a single project or portfolio-wide WBS?

Seven projects had a single WBS that encompassed the full scope of the project. Four projects
had WBS’s that were either not integrated or excluded some elements of the project. Most
projects find that a single project or common portfolio‐wide WBS is an effective way to
organize, plan, and report on project status.

Best Practice – Implementing a single project or portfolio-wide
WBS

How was the WBS developed?
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In four projects the contractor developed the complete WBS. In five projects the customer
developed the complete WBS. In one project the customer had specific reporting requirements
that led it to develop the top three levels of the WBS, while the contractor developed the lower
execution levels. For this project, this was an effective way to promote collaboration and to
ensure both customer and contractor needs were met in the establishment of the WBS.

Intriguing Practice – Establishing the first few levels of the WBS
by the customer with lower levels established by the
contractor(s)
In one project the WBS had been established several years prior to the benchmarking visit and
the customers that participated in the benchmarking interview were not on the project at that
time and were unsure how the WBS was developed.

How is the WBS organized?

Seven of the projects had structured the WBS around the project organization or project
functions. Four of these seven were in the process of pursuing a change to be more deliverable
oriented. Most WBS guidelines recommend organizing the WBS around products or
deliverables and not replicating the organization chart in the WBS. The WBS is intended to
show what work is to be performed, not who is performing it.

Cautionary Practice – Replicating the organization chart in the WBS
Four projects had organized the WBS around discrete products or deliverables. This is
consistent with most WBS guidelines.
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Best Practice – Organizing the WBS around project
deliverables
Work Breakdown Structure – Other Insight
Other WBS insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews includes:











One project had WBS elements for MR and Contingency, to provide additional visibility to
the overall change control process
Three projects had a WBS for owner/customer scope separate from the contractor WBS
Allow room in the WBS for future expansion if the project has added phases or scope
When establishing a WBS, develop documentation explaining the way it is organized so that
future project team members understand its purpose
Ensure there is a clear crosswalk between the WBS and the structure of the accounting
system
Develop the project Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS) separate from the WBS
Control Account Managers should be assigned via the WBS to discretely identify scope
responsibility
For multiple project portfolios develop a consistent WBS methodology to capture historical
cost for use in future project estimating
Try to avoid co‐mingling of contract types (e.g. fixed price, time and materials, target cost)
in the same WBS elements
Try to avoid co‐mingling cost/funding types (e.g. expense, capital) in the same WBS
elements
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15. Risk Management
Who developed the Risk Management Plan?

The Risk Management Plan is the document that outlines the risk strategy for a project or a
group of projects. Four customers developed the Risk Management Plan for the project. In
three projects the plan was developed by the contractor. Five projects had a combined
customer/contractor Risk Management Plan addressing risks from both parties. One project
had no Risk Management Plan. Two projects had individual plans for customer and contractor
risks, so the graphs total 13.
The projects with a joint Risk Management Plan conveyed that the collaborative approach
resulted in fewer risk gaps and overlaps in the identification of project risks.

Intriguing Practice – Developing a joint customer / contractor Risk
Management Plan
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Was the Risk Management Plan used to calculate contingency and/or MR?

The Risk Management Plan is intended to capture project risks that may affect the cost and/or
schedule of the project. It is recognized that not all risks can be avoided, so most projects set
aside a contingency or reserve to allow for those risks. One methodology for determining the
amount of reserve or contingency is to quantify the project risks using a risk valuation and
Monte Carlos analysis.
Six of the eleven projects used this approach to determine the value of customer cost
contingency. Two had a set cost contingency (based on a % of the project cost estimate) and
did not use the Risk Management Plan to determine the value. Three projects had no customer
cost contingency.
Three of the eleven projects used the Monte Carlo analysis to determine the value of
contractor management reserve. One had contingency but did not use the Risk Management
Plan in determining the value. Eight projects had no contractor Management Reserve.
Four of the eleven projects used the Monte Carlos analysis to determine the value of schedule
contingency. Seven projects had no schedule contingency.
Use of the Risk Management Plan as the basis for the project contingency and MR calculations
is a best practice, as it provides a quantitative basis for contingency and MR values. Other
factors may ultimately influence the budget set aside for contingency and MR, but the plan
should be used for a starting calculation.

Best Practice – Using the Risk Management Plan as the basis
for the project contingency and MR calculations
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Is there a link between risk management and change control?

Risk management is the prediction of potential project changes in the future, while change
control is the actual realization of changes. Four projects have linked risk management and
change control to determine if risk management is accurately predicting project changes, and
to document realized risks in the risk management system. Seven projects have no link
between risk management and change control.

Best Practice – Linking the risk management and change control
processes
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What is the confidence level used in the contingency calculation?

The confidence level is used to determine the amount of reserve or contingency a project sets
aside for future potential changes. A higher confidence level typically results in more required
contingency while at the same time a higher likelihood that the project will be completed
within budget (including contingency).
Eight of the eleven projects provided confidence level information, which ranged from 50% to
90%. Many factors go into a project’s confidence level determination including project
complexity and a project owner/customer’s willingness to accept risk. Consequently, this data
is presented as trivia.
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How often are risks statused?

Statusing project risks include updating risk values, handling strategies, residual impacts, etc.
One project statuses risks weekly; eight projects status monthly; one statuses quarterly; one
has no risk management process. Because risks are dynamic statusing risks at least monthly
ensures project leadership remains focused on risks and mitigation strategies.

Best Practice – Statusing of risks (at least) monthly
Risk Management – Other Insight
Other Risk Management insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews includes:







Review post project completion risks to ensure Life Cycle costs/impacts are considered
during construction
Quality and regulatory impacts/risks are assessed through cost estimating and schedule
durations because bad quality/lack of regulatory compliance is not an option
The customer and Contractor Project Manager review and approve the mitigation plans and
impacts for high/medium risks before the risks are added to the risk register
Near the end of a project eliminating schedule impacts becomes the focus of the Risk
Management Program as every risk is likely to impact the project schedule
Near the project end, risk analysis becomes more qualitative than quantitative in nature
Some projects implemented the Risk Management Program through the technical side of
the project, instead of Project Controls, providing a greater focus on risk
mitigation/avoidance
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Maintain library of change orders to assist future projects that are similar in nature in
developing risks
Ensure contractor risk program values are used in the basis for the Best Case, Most Likely
Case, and Worst Case Cost Performance Report (CPR) Format 1 Estimate at Completion
(EAC)
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16.Contract Structure & Approach
What type of contract structure is used?

Four projects utilized a Cost Plus contract arrangement where the customer reimburses the
contractor for all costs incurred in executing the project, plus a profit/fee, based on project
performance.
Three projects utilized a Fixed Price contract arrangement where the customer and contractor
agree in advance on a price, for which the contractor will complete the scope of the project.
One project utilized a Fixed Unit Rate, where the customer and contractor agree on a cost per
unit on various deliverables and commodities.
One project utilized a hybrid contracting strategy with a portion of the project scope contracted
as Fixed Price, and another portion as Cost Plus.
One project utilized an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) strategy. The American Institute of
Architects defines IPD as follows:
Integrated Project Delivery is a project delivery approach that integrates people, systems,
business structures and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and
insights of all participants to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste,
and maximize efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and construction.

Intriguing Practice – Utilizing an Integrated Project Delivery
contracting strategy
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Utilization of Integrated Project Delivery was viewed as an intriguing practice due to its
collaborative nature, where the customer and contractor work toward a common goal in
successful completion of a project.

Cautionary Practice – Adopting a hybrid Fixed Price / Cost Plus
contracting strategy
Some projects have adopted a hybrid contracting strategy where there are both Fixed Price and
Cost Plus elements within a single contract. If this approach is pursued, the customer should
ensure that there is a clear and detailed description of what scope is in the Fixed Price and Cost
Plus contract elements. Some projects experienced contractors shifting scope from Fixed Price
elements to Cost Plus elements, which can increase the cost exposure to the customer, and
increase the potential for conflict and misunderstandings between the customer and
contractor.

Where was the contract type established?

Cautionary Practice – Determining a contracting approach
exclusively by a “HQ” entity
Some projects discussed that the contracting strategy was determined by a headquarters (HQ)
(agency or corporate) entity that was not actively involved with the management or execution
of the project. This resulted in the Project Management team being asked to implement a
contracting structure that they did not endorse and/or was not the best fit for project
execution. In some cases projects reported high risk contracting strategies where the
contractor ultimately failed to meet contract objectives, leaving the contractor team in a
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position where no profit/fee was available, but where the contractor team was contractually
required to complete the project. This resulted in projects with demotivated staffs, and the
contractor reassigning “A players” to other projects where profit/fee was still attainable. In
these cases the customer reported that involvement from the project team during contracting
strategy development could have potentially avoided this situation.

Was a Contracting Officer (CO) located with Project Team?

Best Practice – Co-locating a Contracting Officer with the
project team
Three of the projects reported that a Contracting Officer was not located with the project team.
This sometimes resulted in protracted contract dispute resolution due to the remotely located
contracting officer’s unfamiliarity with the project and/or unavailability to address project
changes. Projects where a Contracting Officer was located with the project team did not
typically encounter this type of delay.
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What scope was included in the contract?

Four projects awarded design and construction separately; this is also known as design‐bid‐
build. One project awarded a combined design and construction contract; this is also known as
design‐build. Two projects added startup to the design and construction contract, while four
also included operations.
The scope of the contract is heavily dependent on the type of project, the capabilities, and core
competencies of the company or agency sponsoring the project, so the study did not identify a
best practice or cautionary practice with regard to contract scope.

Contract Structures & Approach – Other Insight
In addition to observations included above, the study also identified other insight into contract
structures and approach that were shared by benchmarking participants.




Some projects found that the prospect of future work was a greater performance incentive
than profit/fee for construction contractors
The earlier the project starts bidding on construction (prior to design completion) the
greater the risk to the project
Fixed Price contracts should only be used where the scope is clearly defined and there is
contract competition
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For Cost Plus contracting, projects should have a small base fee, a small quarterly
performance fee, and then a large incentive payment at the end of the project that is
available if the project is completed on time, or early, and under budget
During project execution, as well as at the end of the project, conduct joint
contractor/customer sessions to discuss what is and is not working; discussion of mistakes
shows transparency and trust
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17. Customer/Contractor Interface
While many of the topics included in this study are discrete disciplines such as scheduling,
contracts and cost estimating, this topic of Customer/Contractor Interface captures practices
for how contractors and customers interact in Project Controls functions.
Are customer and contractor Project Controls teams co-located?

Four of eleven project teams were co‐located in the same building. An additional four were
located on the same site, but in different buildings. Two teams were located at different sites.
One team had merged customer and contractor Project Controls personnel into a single
consolidated team.
One company found that customer/contractor integration is improving after co‐locating for a
matter of weeks. For the same company, projects that have not co‐located require an eight
hour visit each week, with a tight agenda to promote communication.

Intriguing Practice – Co-locating customer and contractor
Project Controls teams
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Do customer and contractor Project Controls teams routinely meet?

In seven of eleven projects the customer and contractor Project Controls teams meet weekly to
discuss a variety of Project Controls topics. In two projects the coordination meeting agenda is
limited to schedule discussions. Two projects have no coordination meetings. Projects that
meet regularly with their counterparts indicate they have improved communication and better
insight into project issues.

Best Practice – Scheduling standing customer/contractor
Project Controls coordination meetings
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How many customer personnel are dedicated to Project Controls functions?

One project had no dedicated customer Project Controls personnel compared with a high of
fifteen. One project has a consolidated customer/contractor Project Controls team of fifty. The
number of staff is dependent on many factors including contract type, company/agency
culture, size of project, etc., so this data is presented as trivia.
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How many contractor personnel are dedicated to Project Controls functions?

Data was provided for only seven projects, which ranged in size from twenty personnel to
seventy. Like customer staff, the contractor staff is dependent on many factors including
contract type, company culture, size of project, etc., so this data is presented as trivia.
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What is the ratio of contractor/customer staff dedicated to Project Controls
functions?

Six projects provided staffing levels for both customer and contractor organizations. For those
projects the ratios ranged from 1.7 contractor Project Controls personnel to one customer
Project Controls personnel to a high of thirty contractor Project Controls personnel to one
customer Project Controls personnel. As with the data presented above regarding staffing
levels, the ratio is very much project, company, and customer specific so this data is presented
as trivia.

Best Practice – Conducting Customer and contractor
partnering sessions
Several projects had engaged in partnering sessions between the customer and contractor to
ensure alignment, establish roles and responsibilities, clarify boundaries, etc. For one project
partnering sessions are held at the beginning of the project. Partnering outcomes include
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project charters and escalation ladders that prescribe the level at which conflicts will be
resolved.

Intriguing Practice – Implementing a single merged customer/
contractor Project Controls organization
There have been a number of discussions throughout this study about merging contractor and
customer functions, that when taken together would result in a single customer/contractor
Project Controls organization. There are both benefits and challenges to implementing this
approach, but this approach has yielded very positive results for one project that participated in
this study. The project reported more cost and schedule insight for the customer organization,
improved communication between the customer and contractor, and increased clarity with
regard to roles and responsibilities.

Customer / Contractor Interface – Other Insight
Other customer/contractor interface insight shared by projects during benchmarking interviews
includes:







Common theme through many visits: Good customer/contractor relationships were based
on a commitment to transparency, respect, and trust
Performance issues in cost and schedule performance often strain customer/contractor
working relationships
Do not let issues remain unresolved; create a culture where information is shared early
One project has an onboarding process that brings contractors on board methodically to
ensure they grasp both the project and the execution approach
The award of a contract may be done in a matter of days, but it may take weeks/months to
build the relationship and fully convey project expectations
Customers should create a forum where contractors are encouraged to communicate with
the customer if they are being asked to do work they do not understand or if they may have
an alternate methodology for work execution
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18. Summary Findings
As the benchmarking study team synthesized the data from the eleven projects represented in
the study, three Project Controls oversight models emerged. Each is described below:
Strong Contractor Model
In this model the contractor is responsible for most hands‐on Project Controls activities
including:
 Development and maintenance of the project schedule
 Development and maintenance of project cost estimates
 Most change control decisions, including having an allocation of contractor Management
Reserve to utilize for baseline changes
 Maintenance and oversight of the risk management program
Six of the eleven projects in the study utilized a strong contractor model. All six of these
projects were experiencing significant cost and schedule challenges, with most customers not
having advance warning that the challenges were approaching.
A seventh project was being executed using the strong contractor model and had experienced
significant cost and schedule issues after project construction was underway. After review of
underlying issues a change was made to a strong customer‐collaborative model (see next page).
After changing to this model, the project has maintained good cost and schedule performance
and is on track for completion on schedule and under budget.
Strong Customer Model
In this model the customer is responsible for most hand‐on Project Controls activities including:
•
Development and maintenance of the project schedule
•
Development and maintenance of project cost estimates
•
All change control decisions
•
Maintenance and oversight of the risk management program
Three of the eleven projects in the study utilized a strong customer model. This is often a
customer with a portfolio of projects that uses a fixed price contracting strategy where
contractors are hired to perform discrete tasks of work, rather than perform overall
project/program management responsibilities. Projects using this approach were generally
completed on schedule and on budget.
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Strong Customer – Collaborative Model
This model is similar to the Strong Customer Model with enhanced collaboration with the
contractor with regard to Project Controls tasks.
Two projects adopted a strong customer‐collaborative model with different approaches.
Approach 1 – Merged organization. In this model Project Controls personnel from customer
and contractor organizations are merged into a single organization led by a customer manager.
This approach utilizes the knowledge of the contractors, but provides direct input to the
customer leadership with regard to cost and schedule performance. In this model there is a
single pool of contingency with all changes adjudicated by customer leadership.
Approach 2 – Direct input. In this model contractors have direct access to the project schedule
and cost estimate, both of which are led by customer personnel. This model allows the
customer to lead these efforts, but provides a means for which the contractor can provide
unfiltered information to customer leadership.
Both approaches utilizing the strong customer‐collaborative model were experiencing good
cost and schedule performance.
The three project oversight models are depicted below:
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19. Conclusion
While there is no single Project Controls oversight model that can guarantee that a megaproject
will be successfully executed on schedule and within budget, this study of 11 projects suggests
that the more direct insight the customer has to Project Controls information, the more likely
the project will succeed. Conversely, a hands‐off approach where the contractor is exclusively
relied upon to maintain the project cost and schedule has resulted in poor cost and schedule
performance on the six projects implementing this approach.
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20. Appendices
Benchmarking Questionnaire
Best Practices
Intriguing Practices
Cautionary Practices
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Appendix A – Benchmarking Questionnaire


Contract structure
o What contract structure (e.g. fixed price, fixed unit rate, time and material) do you
typically employ for Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) activities?
o What decision process do you use when determining the contract structure?
o What have you found to be the most successful contracting approach in terms of
meeting cost and schedule objectives?



Schedule Management and Integration
o Do you maintain a customer‐generated schedule that integrates activities of multiple of
multiple contractors and contractors?
 If yes, do you electronically or manually integrate the contractor schedules?
 If yes, do you integrate the full schedules or only a summarized version?
 If yes, what do you do to ensure alignment with the customer‐generated schedule
and the individual feeder schedules from the contractors and subcontractors?
 If no, do you receive schedules from the contractors and subcontractors to track
schedule progress?
o How often are your schedules statused?
o What would you consider to be the primary lessons learned (both good and bad) with
regard to schedule management and integration?
o What is the approximate size (# of activities) of your schedule?



Earned Value
o Do you use earned value on your projects?
 If yes, how many earning methodologies do you use?
 If yes, do you contractually require your contractors and subcontractors to use
earned value?
 If no, do you use some other surrogate for earned value?
o If you use earned value does your earned value management system go through any
type of certification?
o What would you consider to be the primary lessons learned (both good and bad) with
regard to earned value management?



Change Control
o Do you maintain a customer contingency?
 If yes, how you determine the value of contingency?
 What is the process for the contractors and subcontractors to access the
contingency?
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Appendix A – Benchmarking Questionnaire
o For elements of the project not under fixed price contracts, do your contractors and
subcontractors have a management reserve/contingency that they maintain?
 If yes, how you determine the value of contractor MR?
 What is the process for the contractors and subcontractors to access the contractor
MR?
o If you have both customer contingency and contractor contingency how do you
determine when each is used?
o How often do you adjudicate change control requests?
o What would you consider to be the primary lessons learned (both good and bad) with
regard to change control?


Reporting and Reviews
o As a customer how do you review the progress of the contractors and subcontractors
executing the work?
o Do you have formal reviews?
 If yes, what is the frequency of the reviews?
 If yes, are the reviews face to face, telephonic or by video?
 If yes, approximately how many people participate in the reviews?
 Are the reviews led by you (the customer) or by the contractors and subcontractors?
o Do you contractually require monthly (or other frequency) status reports?
o Do you conduct regular site visits to assess project progress?
o What would you consider to be the primary lessons learned (both good and bad) with
regard to project reporting and reviews?



Customer/Contractor Interfaces
o Are you co‐located with contractor or subcontractor personnel?
o Do you have a healthy working relationship with your contractors and subcontractors?
 If yes, what promotes the healthy relationship?
 If no, what is the cause for the unhealthy relationship?
o What are the major areas of disagreement/conflict between you, the customer, and the
contractors and subcontractors?
o What would you consider to be the primary lessons learned (both good and bad) with
regard to customer and contractor interfaces?



Estimating
o Do you maintain customer estimating resources?
o Do you produce customer cost estimates to compare to contractor/subcontractor bids?
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Work Breakdown Structure
o Do you have a single project‐wide work breakdown structure that incorporates all
project participants?
 If yes, was the WBS developed by you, the customer, and passed down to
contractors and subcontractors; passed up to the customer, or developed
collectively with the customer and the contractor.
 If yes, what were the guiding principles in developing the WBS (e.g. deliverable
based, functional based, organizational based)
 If no, how is the full project scope compiled/consolidated?
o What would you consider to be the primary lessons learned (both good and bad) with
regards to the Work Breakdown Structure?



Risk Management
o Do you have a risk management process? If so, is the process led by the contractor, or
the customer? Are the processes separate or integrated?
o Does the process result in a qualitative analysis or a quantitative analysis?
o How often does the customer review the contractor’s risk analysis/process, and what
elements does the customer review?
o How often do you review the risk analysis/process with your management team?
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Contract Structure & Approach
Best Practice – Co‐locating a Contracting Officer with the project team
Schedule Management and Integration
Best Practice – Requiring contractor submission of a native schedule file
Best Practice – Including schedule contingency in project baselines
Change Control
Best Practice – Implementing a formal customer baseline change control process
Best Practice – Maintaining a customer contingency balance to address project changes
Best Practice – Implementing a Trend Program as an early warning system for cost, scope
and schedule changes
Reporting and Reviews
Best Practice – Contractually requiring a monthly contractor status report
Best Practice – Requiring contractor monthly reports no more than three weeks after the
end of the month
Customer/Contractor Interfaces
Best Practice – Scheduling standing customer/contractor Project Controls coordination
meetings
Best Practice – Conducting Customer and contractor partnering sessions
Cost Estimating
Best Practice – Staffing the customer team with cost estimating resources
Best Practice – Generating independent customer estimates
Work Breakdown Structure
Best Practice – Implementing a single project or portfolio‐wide WBS
Best Practice – Organizing the WBS around project deliverables
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Risk Management
Best Practice – Using the Risk Management Plan as the basis for the project contingency
and MR calculations
Best Practice – Linking the risk management and change control processes
Best Practice – Statusing of risks (at least) monthly
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Contract Structure & Approach
Intriguing Practice – Utilizing an Integrated Project Delivery contracting strategy
Schedule Management and Integration
Intriguing Practice – Merging customer and contractor staffs in a single scheduling
organization
Intriguing Practice – Statusing of project schedules daily
Intriguing Practice – Tailoring schedule resource loading requirements to meet the needs
of the project
Intriguing Practice – Excluding LOE activities from schedule resource loading
Earned Value Management
Intriguing Practice – Utilizing Earned Value for only targeted project elements
Intriguing Practice – Revisiting Earned Value certification’s contribution to the successful
completion of projects on schedule and on budget
Intriguing Practice – Excluding LOE tasks from Earned Value reporting

Change Control
Intriguing Practice – Implementing a single consolidated customer/ contractor change
control process
Intriguing Practice – Utilizing a single contingency pool managed by the customer
Reporting and Reviews
Intriguing Practice – Conducting a single consolidated customer/ contractor project
review, led by the customer
Intriguing Practice – Implementing dashboard reviews
Intriguing Practice – Publishing a single, consolidated customer/ contractor project status
report
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Customer/Contractor Interfaces
Intriguing Practice – Co‐locating customer and contractor Project Controls teams
Intriguing Practice – Implementing a single merged customer/ contractor Project Controls
organization
Cost Estimating
Intriguing Practice – Implementing a single merged customer/ contractor estimating
organization
Intriguing Practice – Collecting actual costs so that information can be used for future
estimates
Work Breakdown Structure
Intriguing Practice – Establishing the first few levels of the WBS by the customer with lower
levels established by the contractor(s)
Risk Management
Intriguing Practice – Developing a joint customer / contractor Risk Management Plan
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Contract Structure & Approach
Cautionary Practice – Adopting a hybrid Fixed Price / Cost Plus contracting strategy
Cautionary Practice – Determining a contracting approach exclusively by a “HQ” entity
Schedule Management and Integration
Cautionary Practice – Allowing Earned Value and budget loading requirements to determine
the frequency at which the schedule is statused
Cautionary Practice – Allowing resource loading requirements to adversely impact the level of
schedule detail
Change Control
Cautionary Practice – Allocating MR only to the contractor
Cautionary Practice – Allocating neither customer contingency nor contractor MR to a project
Cautionary Practice – Separating baseline change control and funds management processes
Cost Estimating
Cautionary Practice – Approving project changes without a contractor estimate to
substantiate the requested change
Work Breakdown Structure
Cautionary Practice – Replicating the organization chart in the WBS
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